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How slow do you have to slow-double-click for it to be a
rename?
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In many parts of the system, you can rename an item by first selecting it, then clicking on its

name. The selection step is typically done by clicking on the item, which creates the risk that

your second click will be interpreted as a double-click rather than as a rename click. How

slow do you have to slow-double-click for it to be a rename?

Slow enough that it’s not a regular double-click.

The double-click time is set in the mouse control panel; I believe the current default is 500

milliseconds. If your two clicks are within a half second of each other, they will be treated as a

double-click. If they occur more than a half second apart, then they are treated as two clicks.

Okay, I lied.

If you think about it, the algorithm above misses a case: Suppose you click on an item, wait

two seconds, and then double-click it. That second click (the first in the double-click)

shouldn’t initiate a rename because it’s really part of a double-click.

Therefore, the rule really is that a click on a selected item with no other clicks within the

double-click time, either before or after is treated as a rename.

That’s why the answer to commenter boxmonkey’s question “Who renames files by slowly

double clicking?” is “Nobody.” It’s like asking, “Who makes a telephone call by picking up the

receiver and holding the hook down for three seconds before beginning to dial, then holding

the hook for another three seconds when the call is over?” Holding the hook isn’t part of

dialing process. The purpose of holding the hook is to ensure that when you ultimately go off

hook, the operation won’t be interpreted as a flash. You don’t consider it part of the phone

dialing process; it’s just a way to separate the next call from the previous one.
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